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â€œLetâ€™s Make Coloring Great Again!â€•AS SEEN ON CNN! Whether heâ€™s crossing the

Delaware or playing chess with Putin, see Donald Trump like youâ€™ve never seen him before! 

Over 50 drawings of Trump for you to colorâ€”any way you want!  YOU decide what color his

superhero costume is! YOU decide what shade his hair is!  Are you For or Against? Itâ€™s up to

you! Nowâ€™s your chance to show The Donald in his true colors!  The Trump Coloring Book

makes a great gift for all the Americans in your life!
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First, I don't usually write reviews but order a ton from . Second, I'm apolitical.I was very lucky to

preorder this when it came out! Far beyond my expectations. This is not a flimsy cheap coloring

book like others I've ordered. It's thick, high quality book and paper- has dozens of great illustrations

that are intricate, smart and really funny- beautiful pictures. So impressed. I want more and it's sold

out!! Thankfully bought several for white elephant parties and for some friends- both real fans and

gag gifts for non-Trump supporters. Big hit all around. People fought for it at white elephant party.

Not an adult coloring book person but if the author makes more featuring different personalities and

arenas of life- I'll buy them.

Absolutely hilarious! I pre-ordered this and it came super fast. This is a gift for someone, and such a

good buy! I'm not going to vote for Trump, but the pages are so clever and funny! I think those that



don't like Trump would enjoy this as well as those that do.

This is a very high energy book! The coloring potential is tremendous!

Adult coloring books are hit-and-miss. Some of them are so intricate that it takes hours to do a

single page. Others try to be funny with simplistic drawings of adult situations which is just stupid.

There are some other Trump books out there for coloring, but they can't hold a candle to this one.

It's so incredibly well done. Even the title page is a version of the front cover that is colorable.The

best part of this book, however, is the fact that it's just damn funny. I can't tell whether the people

who did this coloring book love Trump or hate him, and that's part of its charm. It never takes sides.

It's just funny! My favorite ones are the pictures of Trump as pop-culture icons. Michael Jackson,

Elvis, Travolta ("Tuesday Night Fever" was clever), and they've even got a Techno DJ scene. The

book's triumphant ending, the final illustration, which I won't give away, is a gut buster for any

Generation-X film buff.The paper is high quality, and the printing is single-sided so there's no worry

of destroying another coloring page by bleed through if you use something that soaks through. if

you do decide to color it, the scenes aren't so intricate that they can't be done in under an hour

each. Great, funny relaxation. I can't recommend the book enough.I've seen  discount this book a

few dollars less than they're charging now, but still even around $10 it's a bargain. There are 55

great illustrations, plus 1 title page that's colorable. Maybe only 5 in the whole book are stinkers.

The rest are pure gold and you'll love this book.Anyone who is the least bit politically inclined and

has an opinion on Trump, pro or con, will love this funny gag book.

I bought this fantastic coloring book as a gag gift for my father. The illustrations inside are great.

However the cover was damaged. Still not enough of an issue for me to send it back. It did the job.

I gave this coloring book to one of my friends (who is a fan of Trump) for his birthday, and he

thought it was hilarious. It has a lot of funny pictures in it and I would recommend it as a fun gift to

any Trump-supporters out there.

I bought this having no real idea how good it would be. It was just a silly little present for my MIL, a

throwaway joke. When I flipped through it, I was taken aback by the level of wit displayed. It's really,

really funny. You get Trump piloting the Enola Gay, studying hanging chads in Florida in 2000,

playing battleship with Kim Jong Un, sitting on the Iron Throne, and much more. Very high quality in



all respects.

We bought this for my 25 year old son for his birthday. He enjoys politics and we all just laughed

and laughed at the pictures. You can't take this book very seriously, it is just for a good laugh. Very

creative pictures!
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